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Introduction 

Several submarine cables have been noted in different locations on or near beaches on 

Rosneath Peninsula, in Argyll and Bute. The North Clyde Archaeological Society 

[NCAS] have been investigating sites in the area and are also working on a “Beaches 

Project” to establish anything of antiquarian interest, it therefore seemed appropriate 

to investigate the various cables considered below. One aspect of NCAS work is the 

exploration of the various military activities of the area and of different periods. It was 

known that the WW I Portkil Battery was electrified and that sea mines were designed 

at that time to be activated and monitored by cables, also that high powered search 

lights were installed on the shore to illuminate the estuary under times of threat. The 

enquiry given in this paper was aimed at researching the cables to identify if possible 

their true purpose and date of use. Samples of some cables were recovered, the details 

of which are given here. 

 

The cables 

Three heavy steel wire armour [SWA] submarine cables had been cut from the beach 

at Portkil, the cut ends of which lay together beside the small factory there, were each 

sampled and prepared for analyses and study. They obviously ran uphill in the 

direction of the Portkil Battery and are seen to run into the sea below the point where 

a pole at the roadside marks their route on to the beach. However, at low tide it has 

been shown that four, possibly five cables have run into the sea. 

 

Before taking samples of 1m long each, of the three visible cables beside the factory, 

one cable was noted as being severely corroded while the other two were in a fresher 

condition.  

 

CABLE NO 1 

Location in situ Portkil  NS 2525 8030 

Specification 

Seen as a steel wire armoured cable (SWA) of 60mm overall diameter, SWA is c5mm 

diameter and 27 strands, plastic sheath is c3mm thick, Lead sheath is c4mm thick, 

Core bundle is c29mm diameter, Hemp string c3mm thick and core size c1mm 

diameter.  
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Cable make up = steel wire armour, double alternate wrap of hemp string, plastic 

sheath, lead sheath, alternate wrap of purple coloured paper, 61 bundles of four solid 

copper cores arranges as the following: 

Outer layer of 24 bundles of four cores, alternate bundles coloured blue/red, each core 

marked in its bundle colour with 1,2,3,4 dashes thus I , II, III, IIII. Two adjacent 

bundles tied with orange and white thread; the rest tied with white thread only.  

Next inner layer of 18 bundles similarly marked but two adjacent bundles tied with 

orange and black thread, the rest with white thread. 

Next inner layer of 12 bundles ditto above except two adjacent bundles tied with 

orange and white thread, the rest with white thread only. The whole being wrapped 

with brown paper. 

Next inner layer of 6 bundles ditto above except two adjacent bundles tied with 

orange and black thread the rest tied with black thread, the whole covered in brown 

paper. 

Final centre single bundle wrapped with brown paper and tied with Orange and white 

thread. 

All the core bundles have a brown thread in their centre. 

Therefore there are 61 bundles of four cores = 224 core = 112 pairs.  

Cable No 1 can still be seen in the water at low tide and appears to head in the 

direction of Dunoon. 

 

  
Portkil cables before sampling. Portkil cables after sampling. 

  
Cable No 1. Cable No 1. 
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Cable No 1. Showing plastic sheath. Cable No 1. Showing various components. 

 

  
Cable No 1. Showing cores. Cable No 1. Section. 

 

CABLE NO 2 

Location in situ Portkil  NS 2525 8030 

Specification 

Seen as a steel wire armoured cable (SWA) of 65mm overall diameter, SWA is c6mm 

diameter and 24 strands, hemp string, core bundle is c25mm diameter, hemp string 

among core groups. 

 

Cable make up = steel wire armour, double alternate wrap of hemp string, 19 bundles 

of four solid c1mm thick copper cores with brown gutta percha insulation, c1mm 

solid copper core, arranges as the following: 

Outer layer of 12 bundles of four cores, next inner layer of 6 bundles, final centre 

single bundle.  

All the core bundles have a brown thread in their centre and each bunch surrounded 

with three hemp strings. 

Therefore there are 19 bundles of four cores = 76 core = 38 pairs.  

No core identifications survive. 
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Cable No 2. Cable No 2. 

 

 

 

Cable No 2. Cable No 2. Section 

 

 

 
Cable No 2. Showing gutta percha cores below hemp wrapping. 
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CABLE NO 3 

Location in situ Portkil  NS 2525 8030 

Specification 

The cable is identical to Cable No 2 but it was severely corroded with internal damage 

caused by water ingress. After establishing its true make up the sample was discarded. 

 

CABLE NO 4 

Location Scrap heap Portkil Source uncertain. 

The cable was formerly SWA, but the sample is absent of that out covering. 

 

Specification 

Was a steel wire armoured cable (SWA) of c60mm overall diameter, SWA is absent, 

vulcanised rubber sheath, lead sheath with paper wrapped core bundles.  

 

Cable make up = steel wire armour, vulcanised rubber sheath c5mm thick, lead sheath 

c4mm thick, 55 bundles of four solid c1mm thick copper cores with double wrapped 

paper insulation, c1mm solid copper core, arranged as the following: 

Outer layer of 24 bundles of four cores, next inner layer of 17 bundles, then 9 bundles, 

second lastly 4 bundles and final centre single bundle.  

All the core bundles have a brown thread in their centre and each bunch surrounded 

with three jute strings. 

Therefore there are 55 bundles of four cores = 220 cores = 110 pairs.  

All core bundles are marked with dashes I, II, III and IIII, all green but may originally 

have been blue.  

The outer 24 bundles are tied with white thread excepting two adjacent bundles which 

have orange and white, the 17 inner bundles are also tied with white thread but two 

are orange and brown, the 9 bundles have white thread tying them with two bundles in 

orange and white, the 4 bundles all have brown thread apart from two which are red 

and brown, the final single bundle are tied with orange and white thread.  

 

 

 
Cable No 4. Showing cores, note lead sheath. Cable No 4. Showing section. Rubber, 

lead and cores. 

 

Cables surviving on the Portkil beach and pole marker. 

Four, possibly five heavy armoured cables may be seen at very low tides entering the 

sea below the caravan sited at Portkil Point, each has been cut and the landwards 
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pieces are absent. Beside the caravan is a marker pole which does not appear to have 

any great antiquity. Co-incidentally the pole is near the point where the jetty cables 

arrive at the roadside. The cables on the foreshore appear not to have any special 

protection when laid, they merely lie over and between boulders. 

 

 

Cable marker pole at Portkil Point. Sign on cable marker pole. 

 

What appears to be Cable No 1 can be seen to run in the direction of Gourock when it 

leaves the beach. The other cables are seen to run towards Greenock. Certainly, there 

are a further three cables but possibly four.   

 

 

Cable No 19 possible cable No 1. 

Heading towards Greenock. 

Cable No 19 possibly Cable No 1, cut 

end. 

The reason for uncertainty is that two identical cables to Cable No 1 at the factory, run 

into the sea, each heads in different directions. These are cables No’s 19 & 20. 
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Suspected as being Cable No 2 or 3 ?  Second plastic cable, No 20 below, 

identical to Cable No 1. With other cable 

top right in water. 

 

 

 
Samples from both beach plastic cables; No’s 20&19 

both identical to Cable No 1. One of them must be cable 

No 1 and the other a separate cable. 

Cables No 20 (left) and 

19. 

 

Discussion/conclusion. 

The specifications of each cable is therefore now known, and it appears as if they 

were fulfilling a similar purpose, if not necessarily at the same time. A theory is that 

they were communications cables, perhaps for a telegraph system operating between 

the shores of the Clyde Estuary, but much remains to understand about them. It is 

possible that Cable No 3 was replaced at some point with the better preserved Cable 

No 2, both being the same type of cable, finally both may have been replaced by 

Cable No 1, the best preserved of the three due to its waterproof construction. It also 

had a stout plastic sheath which probably postdates it to the WW II period{?}.  

 

However, since there are two plastic cables running into the water [19 & 20] and both 

the same as cable No1 at the factory, perhaps each one was a replacement for cables 2 

and 3. A second plastic/lead sheathed cable was not visible at the factory. The cables 

therefore represent a conundrum. 
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Their position on land places them in apparent association with the WW I military 

activities there; The Portkil Battery, but that may be co-incidental. If the cables span a 

longer period than any WW I activity, indeed extending to the 1940’s – 50’s, then 

they are unlikely to be associated with the Battery installation. Therefore they may be 

non-military in purpose.  

 

A fourth similar looking cable is at Rosneath caravan park lying exposed on the beach 

there (below). Assuming it is of similar construction to the three described above, then 

some form of communications system may have operated around the shores of 

Rosneath Peninsula. Perhaps using the Peninsula for a ‘jumping off’ point to reach the 

southern and western shores of the Clyde and connecting them to the northern 

mainland of Rhu/Helensburgh area, but that is entirely speculative. They may have 

formed a military function connecting all the known military installations dating from 

the WWI and WWII periods, or one or the other.  

 

Some of the answers lie in knowing the age of the various cables and of their true 

purpose, such expert knowledge is not yet available to the writer who is researching it. 

 

It is known that an early telegraph system operated in 1856 when the West Highland 

Telegraph operated between Glasgow and Campbeltown on the Mull of Kintyre, and 

that a submarine cable of 60 chains long [1320 yards] crossed the Gareloch between 

Rhu and Rosneath. Could that be the cable on the caravan park beach? If so, it is a 

historic artefact concerning Scotlands early communications systems.   

 

However, the cables which have been examined are perhaps more likely to be of more 

modern use than the early telegraph cables, being multi core and obviously configured 

in bundles of ‘pairs’, more synonymous with telephone systems and therefore of later 

date. Certainly the plastic sheathed cable [No 1] must be relatively modern.    

 

CABLE NO 5 

Location in situ on beach at Caravan Park  NS 273 823 

A –m length of cable runs along the beach at Rosneath Castle Caravan Park at. It is –

mm in external diameter, which is seen as bare wire armour, no further details are 

available. The cable remains undisturbed. 

 

CABLES NO’S 6 - 11 

Location in situ within core of jetty @ Portkil  NS 2535 8024 

Six cables run down to the sea within a fireclay pipe in the concrete jetty at Portkil 

Point. The jetty dates to the time of the Portkil Battery and perhaps slightly earlier 

when it is known that submarine mines were deployed across the estuary between 

Portkil and Greenock. They are also known to have been operated electrically and the 

system was at least partially operated from Fort Matilda at Greenock, which was the 

sister installation to Portkil Battery. 

The SWA cables are assumed to be the same internal size, certainly they are 

externally, but only one has been sampled to show its configuration as follows: 
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External overall diameter 23mm of 16 strands of SWA c 3mm in diameter per strand. 

Within is a single bunch of four cores of 7/029 (2.5mm) copper wire, covered in 

c1.5mm thick rubber sheath, one of which is coloured red on the inside against the 

conductors but grey on the exterior side which is wrapped in a single layer of fabric 

(cotton?) also coloured reddish. The four cores were counter wrapped with four 

strands of hemp string with a further one centrally placed. It is likely that the cables 

were covered in an outer waterproof wrapping of oil/pitch impregnated hemp/jute?  

The cables were installed within a fireclay pipe along the length of the jetty, where 

they went on the shore side is unknown, but they may be associated with the Portkil 

Battery installation. A suggested possibility is that they went to the nearby concrete 

mine watching (?) building in the nearby garden of the Barn (house), and which may 

have been the control station for detonation and or monitoring the electrical integrity 

of the system, but that is conjectural.   

  
Cables 6 – 11. At Portkil jetty. Cables 6 -11. Pipe duct entering the sea at 

the jetty end. 
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Cable 6. SWA, hemp string and 

cores. 

Cable No 6. Core with red rubber insulation and 

linen wrap and other cores. 

 

CABLES NO’S 12 - 16 

Location In situ at beach edge beside cottage [former search light] NS 2518 

8022. The five cables are the same makeup as seen from their cut ends on the beach. 

Each was a SWA over black rubber which encased four cores of rubber insulated 

7/036 (4mm), three cores were white, and one was black, a small rubber central 

packer made up the bunch. 

 
 

Cables 12-16. Beside search light building. Cables 12-16 detail of makeup. 

 

CABLE NO 17 

Location Possibly in situ at east side of boundary line of stones beside cottage 

[former search light] NS 25210 80132. It was a SWA, twisted six core brown gutta 

percha insulated 7/029 (2.5mm) on the copper cores. 
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Cable No 17. Uncertain if in situ. Cable No 17. Detail of 

cores. 

 

CABLE NO 18 

Location Possibly in situ crossing No – at low tide on beach. It was a SWA four 

bunch twisted groups of four cores of 7/029 (2.5mm) with brown gutta percha 

insulation on the copper cores.  

 

CABLE NO 19 

Location In situ at low tide on beach. This cable may be part of No 1 above as it 

is identical, although the SWA has rotted off. [see No 20 below]. This cable enters the 

water to the west of No 20. 

 

 

Samples from both beach plastic cables; No’s 20&19 

both identical to Cable No 1. One of them must be cable 

No 1 and the other a separate cable. 

Cables No 20 (left) and 

19. 
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CABLE NO 20 

Location  In situ at low tide on beach. This cable may be part of No 1 above as it 

is identical, although the SWA has rotted off. [see No 19 above]. This cable enters the 

water to the east of No 19. 
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